
 
                                  GENERAL DOCUMENT INFORMATION FOR A US VISA 
 
 
* Passport valid for at least 6 months and at least two blank pages 
* Biometric picture taken within the last 6 months 5*5 (colored thick-framed glasses should not be in the picture 
features) 
* Photocopy of identify card 
* Identity registration sample from the e state with a certificate (you can choose the population family and say yes to 
the questions, you can choose the person request for the place to be given. 
* E-state residence (you can choose the person request for the place to be given) 
* Personal bank account transactions must be received from the bank for the last 3 months together with the 
stamped bank signature circular ((minimum 15,000 TL in the final bank account. In case of sponsorship, minimum 
25,000 TL in the last version of the bank account) 
* Permission letter signed by the company official on company letterhead (task, purpose of travel, date of leave 
should be stated in the content of the petition) 
* Company signature circular 
* Company activity certificate (original or e-activity certificate obtained within the last 3 months, validity period of e-
activity certificate is 60 days, otherwise a new one must be obtained) 
* Company current tax plate ( 2020 business 
* Company commercial registry newspaper 
* Barcode day breakdown from e-government for company owners and partners (when SGK registered is written, it 
appears in 2nd place in the search engine within the state itself) 
* SSI employment declaration (for employees) 
* SSI day breakdown from e state with barcode (for employees) (When SSI registered is written, it appears in 2 rows. 
in the search engine within the state itself) 
* Last 3 months' salary slips stamped from the company 
* Email address: 
* GSM Number: 
* Travel Date, purpose of travel, destination country and city 
Note: The hotel and flight tickets purchased before the visa is obtained are entirely at your own initiative. 
 


